
Blancco Mobile Diagnostics and Erasure 3.9 is now 
released!
Mobile Diagnostics and Erasure 3.9 - Release notes

Highlighted features:

PHEN-2864, PHEN-2911 - Android Market Name.
Android devices now also have their market name in a new field in the report and in the UI. For example “Galaxy S9”.

PHEN-3329 - USB Port Mapping.
USB ID's now stay consistent over reboots.
Mappings will stay same even after a reboot.

PHEN-3465 - Android MTP detection.
Android detection when device is not in USB debugging mode is improved.

PHEN-3470 - Device RAM capacity.
RAM memory information is now available as a new field in the report. 

PHEN-170 - Samsung Flashing.
Samsung Androids can now flash new firmware.
User needs to import correct firmware into BMDE via USB stick.
BMDE will pick the correct firmware automatically.
New workflow action have been added to enable the flashing.
Synchronization Server does not yet share the firmware. 

PHEN-2859 - Diagnostics test label.
Label editor now have new functionality for diagnostic results.
A label containing only the tests Failed or Passed or Not Performed can now be printed.

PHEN-3479 - Workflow only DeviceCustomFields values.
DeviceCustomFields can be defined to be workflow only and user cannot modify them manually.

PHEN-3489 - Font size.
SettingsPanel and deviceinfo popup can use larger font size when using very high resolution. 

PHEN-3290 - Dummy tests.
Fake tests can be activated to test the accuracy of the operator.
The administrator can decide how often these dummy tests should be activated.

PHEN-3209 - Disksize and Diskdesign are now added as variables.
SD-3359 - Carrier Signal SIM 2 test. Test for second SIM card added.
SD-3347 - Android : SD card test.
SD-3322 - Android : 'Speaker Microphone' automated test.

Fixes:

PHEN-3498 - FaceID unavailabe after erasure on iPhone. XR/XS issue fixed.
PHEN-3052, PHEN-3507 - Multiple reasons for Samsung Galaxy S9 erasure failures fixed.
PHEN-3183 - Machine Automatically reboots at the wrong time.
PHEN-3239 - Unable to verify Blancco app over WiFi.
PHEN-3306 - iPod Gen 6 issue - iPhone Gen6 Detected as Gen5.
PHEN-3312 - Red iPhone 8 Plus detected as iPad Gen 1 Air.
PHEN-3313 - Enter Key acting as a carriage return instead of set on question button.
PHEN-3352 - Asus Not completing Erase.
PHEN-3388 - iPad Pro3 Erasure fails.
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